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In order to solve tasks the systems should 
have owing technical characteristics. 
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information aerial and space 
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Information from outlines photo-outlines is read by the te-
levision input device. Information from maps read with the 
help of the digitizer of the format AO. Image discretization on 
the color raster display makes 256 x 256 and 512 x 512 ele-
ments. For the correction of the graphical information a vector 
display is used. Map plotting is done with the plotter of the 
format AO in four colors at 800 mm/sec. All peripheral de-
vices are united working places controled by mi-
ni-computers. storage magnetic disks with the 
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All the lines (showing boundaries of various area units and li
near objects, and determining trajectories legend plotting) 
and points (fixing the location of control points and symbols) 
may be divided into three classes according to the requirements 
set towards the accuracy of their description and plotting. To 
the first class we refer those elements which determine the met
ric accuracy of the document. These are control points, district 
boundaries of the State forest fund lands and other administra
tive boundaries, hydrography, road network, compartment openi
ngs, etc. In the use of the vector format coordinates of these 
lines and points must be known with the accuracy of fractions 
of mm at scale of the output document. The totality of elements 
of the first class accuracy up the frame the cartogra
phic document. Boundaries of forest mensuration plots (especi
ally those established by way of contour interpretation of ae
rial space photographs) and other "washed away" ground objects 
refer to the second class contours which form the filling of the 
frame cells. Their coordinates must known with the accuracy 
of units of mm at scale of <the output document. The third class 
includes lines the main requirement to the accuracy of the des
cription of which is the observance of their correct location 
and orientation towards other area and linear objects. These 
are shading lines, lines determining the legend positions, fra
me contours, etc. To this class also points determining the lo
cation of same symbols and legends having the predetermined ori
entation are referred. 

The frame elements are entered into the computer either by me
ans of presenting information in the digital form (for example 
data obtained in the process of the geodetic survey of the dis
trict boundaries of the State forest fund lands) or with the 
help of the precision input devices (for example schematic map 
digitizer) from highly accurate cartographic materials (road 
network, hydrography, control points, etc.). 

Information about objects of the second class (for instance 
about forest mensuration plot boundaries) is entered into the 
computer with the help of television input devices in combina
tion with raster display systems of a low resolution (512 x 512) 
from aerial space photographs, outlines or old corrected maps, 
and coordinated to the axes of the frame by means of different 
transformations (flat-para,ll transfer, linear st
retching, projecting transformation) chosen in accordance with 
the type of a document with source data by control points. 

Coordinates of the third s aments are usually determined 
automatically or with programming means with the minimal inter
ference of the operator. Thus through the detailization of re
quirements to the map accuracy is possible to get an access 
to the information of different accuracy and to reduce the time 
of information input while increasing the automation degree of 
the procedure of entering the source data and reducing the re
quirements to their accuracy. 
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is necessary that each space photograph be supplied with the 
local DRM which is related to the photograph in scale and coor
dinates, and the photograph should be processed together with 
the DRM. 

In the data base ASFIM the division which isolinear relief 
models in the vector format are stored been created. There 
is another division in which data about control points is con
centrated. 

In the joint processing of a space photograph and DRM a number 
of control points which are stored in the cartographic data ba-
se is marked. the photograph 

called photograph plane 
by the selected control points. the raster display system su-
perposed composite terrain images read from the space photog
raph, and the isolinesr DRM transformed into the raster format 
are shown. Then by the isolinear model the hypsometric relief 
model defined on the same raster as the terrain image and com
bined with it is built. 

After the mentioned preparatory operations the memory the 
raster display system we have the local hypsometric DRM each 
pixel of which contains information about the height of the ter
rain point defined on the image with the pixel with the same 
coordinates. Then the joint processing of the image and DRM is 
carried out. Data about height extracted from the relief model 
is used as additional features in the automated photointerpre
tation. 

3.3 Determination and Registration 
the 

the Current Changes on 

In order to reveal and register current forest fund changes ca
used by natural calamities (burns, windthrows, forest pathology, 
etc.) and economic activities (cuttings and other anthropogenic 
influence) automated comparison of planning-cartographic mate
rials of forest management (for example forest management map 
schemes or forest stands plans) and other forest maps with ae-
rial and scanner provided in 
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ASFIM. Into it forest mensuration characteristics and cartogra
phic information including boundaries of plots and objects 
(burns, cuts, ete.) which emerged after the latest forest mana
gement operations took place are entered. With the help of the 
television device or just from the magnetic tape an aerial space 
photograph is entered into the raster display system and visua
lized on the screen. Interactive procedures of the automated 
extraction of contours showing burns, cutting areas, etc. have 
been developed. In order to reveal and register the current cha
nges contours obtained in the interactive mode should be compa
red with the contour network determining the forest state at 
the time of the last revision. To this end the geometric cor
rection of contours stored in the cartographic data base of 
ASFIM is carried out by the control points, as a result of which 
they are c~ordinated by the photograph axes. The coordination 
by the photograph is done with the help of the projection tran
sformation, and by the scanner image - through the account and 
compensation of the cylindrical distortions and the earth's re
volution with further affine transformations. After the geomet
ric correction contours from the cartographic data base are 
shown on the screen of the display system together with the 
photo image. Sometimes this procedure is done before the auto
mated interpretation of a photograph takes place. 

The possibility of combining on the display system screen the 
planning-cartographic materials and photographs makes it possi
ble not only to determine the quantitative characteristics of 
changes (for example the volume of the burnt timber, violation 
of the major cutting regulations, etc.), but in some cases also 
gives the interpreter additional information which helps to con
siderably improve the reliability of the interpretation process 
(for example the degree of forest combustibility, land catego
ries, etc.). 

The experience of work with ASFIM has shown that the joint pro
cessing of the digital cartographic and aerial space informati
on makes it possible to solve a number of tasks dealing with the 
processing of photographs in a new manner and with the additio
nal effect. 
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